enterprise
Zenda Enterprise has all the APIs you need to do a custom integration
of our cross-border shipping solution, with pre-paid duties and taxes

Who is Zenda Enterprise for?
Zenda Enterprise is perfect for large companies or those with access to IT resources.
You can use our APIs to do a custom integration into your eStore checkouts, order management systems,
and warehouse management systems.

What can I do with Zenda Enterprise?
Our APIs cover these three areas:

Checkout
Get a live shipping rate per parcel
Get a tax and duty calculation for the entire cart to collect a full landed cost upfront

Warehouse
Get shipping labels for your parcels
Get manifest labels when you close out a shipment

Tracking
Get a near real-time status for each parcel

How do I get started?
Our onboarding process is pretty straightforward, and typically
takes 1 to 2 weeks:
Complete the onboarding documents, which include
a TSA Known Shipper form and a Zenda Terms of
Carriage agreement
Map your item catalogue to HMRC standards. This
makes sure your items have a smooth customs
clearance process and get accurate taxes and duties.
We’ll send you our technical documentation and
access tokens, and schedule a technical integration
meet-up to go through the integration process

Find out more on zendaglobal.com

International shipping for eCommerce
4 to 8 day international shipping from

Rates 30-50% cheaper than Express, with no

the US to UK and Europe

extra fees for fuel surcharges, residential
deliveries, or delivery signatures

Duties and taxes are taken care of in

Full online tracking from your warehouse to

advance, so there are no surprise

your customer’s door

charges at delivery

Our products

lite

enterprise

For small businesses and a
great way to start using
Zenda

For larger businesses and
those with access to IT
resources

Upload a CSV and
download all shipping
labels in one go

Access our Open APIs for
landed cost calculation,
shipping and tracking

No integration required

Integrate Zenda into your
in-house systems

checkout
For SMEs who want a full
eCommerce experience
Collect tax and duty in
leading shopping carts
Use our shipping dashboard
alongside your current
warehouse processes

zendaglobal.com

